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                     WJH sheet special series extruder
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                     WJH special extruder for ultra high twist PET sheet
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                     Wjh75 high filling series extruder
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                     Cylinder super wear-resistant huff sleeve
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                     Super wear-resistant bimetal split sleeve


                     
                     
                     
                     
                 

                 Super wear-resistant bimetal split sleeve
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                     Liquid metering and feeding system
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                     Old water ring granulation
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                     New water ring granulation
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                     Underwater die surface heating
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                     Hot grain on eccentric water mist die surface


                     
                     
                     
                     
                 

                 Hot grain on eccentric water mist die surface
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                     WJH ultra high torque series gearbox


                     
                     
                     
                     
                 

                 WJH ultra high torque series gearbox
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                     WJH high torque gearbox
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                     WJH high torque gearbox
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              反应挤出造粒系统
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        ABOUT

        
        Our core team of the company is a technical team with rich experience in R & D and manufacturing, plastic processing, application technology and other fields.

lOur company focuses on the R & D and manufacturing of various production lines with co rotating twin-screw extruder and single screw extruder as the core. The product application covers the fields of mixing modification granulation, polymerization reaction, devolatilization, one-step molding, recyclable resource recovery and so on.

The company adheres to the development concept of "Seiko, meticulous work and continuous improvement". Over the past decade, the company's products have spread all over the world and China.
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            How to select the model of twin screw extruder?
            
               The best way to select twin-screw is to look at the actual product and production demand, and then determine your own demand points, such as opening and closing mode, temperature zone, heating mode, heating power, whether it is connected with cooling medium, screw diameter, length diameter ratio, kneading block shape, arrangement and combination mode, confirm the wear resistance of materials, whether special coating treatment is required, and confirm the state of materials in the screw, Select the appropriate power host, and confirm the design of feeding port and discharge port according to the production process.               [ View details ]
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            Three common types of extruder screw
            
               Ordinary screw is the most commonly used screw, which is widely used in various types of extruders. According to the pitch and thread depth on the screw, it can be divided into equal pitch and unequal thread groove depth, unequal pitch and equal thread groove depth, and unequal pitch and thread groove depth.               [ View details ]
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		      CONTACT

			  If you have any questions, please contact us. We will serve you wholeheartedly for 7*24 hours.

			      
			        	[image: ]Telephone
	
						       13770735516
						  


						[image: ]Email
	
						       weijie13770735516@163.com
						  


						[image: ]Address
	
						  	                            Nanjing small and medium sized enterprise Pioneer Park, Wenxi Road, Jurong City, Jiangsu Province						  
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